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MNDeployment # 8544 (Operational): Chinese Ecosystem Research Network

Story # 8577 (Closed): Testing & Development (Chinese Ecosystem Research Net)

Test Registration (Chinese Ecosystem Research Network)

2018-04-30 21:28 - Amy Forrester

Status: Closed Start date: 2018-04-30

Priority: Normal Due date:  

Assignee: Jing Tao % Done: 100%

Category:  Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version:    

Story Points:    

Description

Custom nodes will start off by first registering in Sandbox. Nodes using an existing MN software will register in Stage.

Node contact subject approved by D1 admin in DataONE LDAP.

Node software configuration - synchronization enabled if applicable.

Node registration document generated and submitted to Sandbox or Stage CN.

D1 Admin approves node registration on the Sandbox or Stage CN server.

Monitor and verify synchronization, indexing, search behavior.

MN approves display of information in test search interface (https://search-sandbox.test.dataone.org/#data or 

https://search-stage.test.dataone.org/#data)

A note for custom implemented DataONE services: It's expected that development and testing will be more iterative. When satisfied

with results in sandbox, repeat the process by changing target to cn-stage.

History

#1 - 2018-07-11 15:44 - Amy Forrester

7/11/18: certificate generated - https://project.dataone.org/~tao/urn_node_mnTestCAS_CERN.zip

#2 - 2018-07-11 15:58 - Amy Forrester

- Assignee set to Jing Tao

#3 - 2018-07-31 17:43 - Amy Forrester

7/30/18 from Jing

in test stage, harvested 1 “test” object successfully - (only have 4 datasets and 390 files per dataset total) 

https://search-stage.test.dataone.org/#view/zhany.3.1

7/31 - Jing to get them to upload some read data and do more testing before we move to production. confirm with dave that harvesting on 4 objects is

aligned with DataONE strategy

#4 - 2018-09-24 14:48 - Amy Forrester

9/16/18- from Ying Zhang zy2977@126.com: As the real dataset will not be deleted once uploaded, the author of dataset wants to be cautious and is

checking the rules of site that generated DOI to see if dataset can be republished.

#5 - 2018-09-26 17:06 - Amy Forrester

9/26 - real dataset is uploaded. ID is urn:uuid:0251f1d3-9fd1-4708-a42d-479b59eeb089

* working with Jing on data input field issues
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#6 - 2018-09-28 17:41 - Amy Forrester

9/28- email sent: Please let us know once you have reviewed your data in the stage environment and approve the display of information in the test

search interface. Additionally, can you confirm the amount of data you will have available in production before we announce your Member Node?

#7 - 2018-10-10 14:02 - Amy Forrester

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

- Status changed from New to Closed

#8 - 2018-10-10 14:03 - Amy Forrester

10/10:  uploaded another two data packages to member node and they were harvest by dataone as well. 

#9 - 2018-10-15 13:43 - Amy Forrester

10/15 - per Ying

four datasets are uploaded online which display has been reviewed and approved. We confirm 4 datasets are available in production before

announcement.
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